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Abstract

The agricultural supply chain plays an important role in the increasing food loss and waste (FLW) due to different causes. However, this can be seen in citrus products like orange as this fruit is subject to different and critical conditions of FLW especially at the farm where workers are a key factor. This paper contributes by proposing solutions to decrease orange loss before and during harvesting. Consequently, this would lead to boosting food security levels. A system dynamics model was built to simulate and compare the results to the current situation. In addition, the case farm was selected for the purpose of the data collection from Jordan. The proposed model enhanced sustainability performance in general since the number of workers required to cultivate the mature orange has been increased to 13 instead of 10 in the current scenario. Furthermore, farmers’ profit improved by 19.5% in comparison to the current scenario because the sold orange has been increased and consequently this impacted the amount of orange loss pre-cultivation and reduced to be 9.5 tons rather than 26.09 tons in the current scenario. Nevertheless, implementing the proposed model can lead to maximizing social and economic performance while maintaining the environmental impacts at a low level as the orange loss decreased significantly. Further research can be done in the direction of applying circular economy and reverse logistics into the orange supply chain to integrate orange by-products and waste into an innovative logistics network to reduce the consumption of limited natural resources.
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1. Introduction

The importance of the food sector worldwide starts from the fact that it touches the daily life of humans and animals. However, the food supply chain (FSC) consists of different stages; these are the farm, processors, distribution, retailers, and consumers. Each echelon in FSC contributes in different portions to the FLW, and therefore, there is a strong need to analyze each stage alone. For perishable products, such as fruits and vegetables in general; lead time, temperature, humidity, and other weather conditions are important drivers for FLW. The Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) estimated the FLW through the supply chain stages around 33% of the total food produced in 2011 (FAO 2011).

The impacts associated with this huge amount of FLW affects the three dimensions of sustainable development. It has environmental impacts due to the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, and land depletion due to the landfill and the agricultural practices related. Contributions to the economic dimension are summarized in the costs related and consequently the net profit of the associated stakeholders. In addition, the impacts to the social dimension could be condensed in the economic welfare of the stakeholders, workers’ reimbursement, expanding the gap in food supply and demand (food security level), and increasing poverty and hunger rates. And therefore, analyzing the loss that occurs at the farm and shortening the lead time would lead to improving the overall sustainability performance. In Jordan, the food sector contributed with JOD 4.11 billion which is about 6.3% of the gross domestic product (GDP) in 2016 (GIZ 2019). Nevertheless, agriculture alone contributed 5.6% to the GDP in 2019. In addition, the number of
workers in agriculture reached 91,000 in 2019 (MoA 2021). On the other hand, farmers in Jordan looking for ways to improve their profit especially with the high agricultural input costs.

Orange is an important fruit for everyone. In the post-harvesting stage; Orange loss and waste (OLW) generated through its supply chain (SC) in Jordan have been estimated at around 16% by the department of statistics in Jordan (DoS 2021). Figure 1 illustrates produced orange, imported orange, exported orange, consumed orange, and the wasted quantities of orange from 2002 to 2019. However, the amount of wasted orange was considered for all stages in the SC after the farm gate, but the farm was not considered. This paper aims to give information about the orange loss at the farm stage and propose a solution to trying to eliminate the lost orange there. The proposed solution will be modeled and simulated using the system dynamics techniques and the results obtained will be compared with the current state of the farm selected for the case study analysis.

2. Literature Review

Food loss and waste (FLW) is getting increasing importance for many reasons in the literature. Researchers such as Göbel et al. (2015) stated that FLW has a great impact on the hunger rate since it leads to increasing the food cost and increasing the gap between food supply and demand. Similarly, Pingali et al. (2017) shared the same in conclusion, especially in developing countries. Other researchers such as Eriksson et al. (2014) clarified that FLW can affect competitiveness directly due to the limited natural resources, which in the end affect the economic performance. From another point of view, FLW is considered by other researchers like Brancoli et al. (2020) because of the associated environmental impacts. In addition, Ali et al. (2021) revealed that FLW can affect sustainability performance since it reduces the natural resources associated to satisfy the demand of future generations.

Agricultural products are very sensitive to different conditions which makes managing ASC more complex. A recently published study by Lu et al. (2022) claimed that the loss in fruits and vegetables in China is estimated to be 27.7% and 13.2% in post-harvesting. However, the loss in agricultural products still can have value as an input material for other industries, animal feeds, or used for biogas production (Garcia-Garcia et al. 2019). In the pre-harvesting stage of fruits, AlHiary (2012) addressed the probable causes that might increase the loss in Jordan, and they reported that un-trained workers are a major factor. Nevertheless, literature mainly concentrates on analyzing and reducing FLW in the post-harvesting stages.

![Orange Produced/Imported/Exported/Consumed/Wasted In Jordan From 2002-2019](image)

Figure 1. Produced, imported, exported, consumed, and wasted orange in Jordan in 2002-2009
Citrus fruits e.g., orange is very sensitive, and their deterioration is faster than other agricultural products. In farms, hiring an insufficient number of workers during cultivation is one of the main causes to increase the loss (Dusch et al. 2018). Citrus canker is another cause for orange loss in farms, which was reported by Ferreira et al. (2016). In addition, Ceratitis capitata is an insect that might increase orange loss, especially in the Mediterranean region (Lo Verde et al. 2011).

In this paper, we analyzed orange loss in farms at pre and during harvesting and proposed a solution, which was simulated by using system dynamics (SD). In literature, SD is mainly used to simulate complex systems to understand their behavior. For instance, SD was used to predict and propose an effective management model for food waste by Lee et al. (2019). Nevertheless, SD has been also used for different purposes in orange SC, and other citrus products, for example, Mufidah et al. (2019) implemented SD to compare different scenarios of mandarin industry in Indonesia, while Ferreira et al. (2016) used SD to evaluate the behavior of competitiveness when implementing different planning polices in citrus agribusiness in Brazil. This paper, and in addition to the above mentioned, contributes to filling the gap in research, by implementing the SD approach to simulate the proposed solution which aims to improve sustainability performance in a rural area which is Jordan Valley, which at the end contributes to integrating sustainability into industrial engineering.

3. Methods

It is obvious when building a simulation model to follow several steps which are problem communication, identifying the affecting parameters, model development, model validation, and verification, suggesting improvements, and finally extracting the results (Sterman, 1989).

3.1 Problem definition

Jordan is a developing country that lacks natural resources, the FLW in 2021 is about 935,000 tons. This would lead to the depletion of the available resources there. In addition, the lack of water resources in Jordan is another important reason to rethink about this amount of FLW. FAO (2003) ranked Jordan in second place in terms of poorness of water per capita. Nevertheless, data from DoS about orange in Jordan presented in Figure 1, shows that 16% of orange lost in the post-harvesting stages through the SC. However, the farmer of the case study reported that in addition to that, the loss in farm prior harvesting varied between 20 – 30% of the total orange produced.

The area of the case study farm is 3 ha, which contains about 900 orange trees. In addition, 10% of the land is used for service roads. The loss is 20 – 30% of the total production. Moreover, this high percentage of orange loss is due to different reasons. One of these is workers’ availability. Mainly workers are escaping from working at farms due to long working hours, low wages, seasonality, and unstable working conditions. workers in the farm case study are working 10 – 12 hours/day and 6 days per week. Their income is based on the orange crates they can collect at the end of the day (JOD 15 for every 50 crates), crates capacity is 5 kg. In addition, they might be fired at the end of the season as they are not needed anymore. Another reason is the Ceratitis capitata. Although the farmer is performing all practices scheduled for pesticides, he suffers from some of the neighboring farmers since they do not do these practices to save their costs. This leads to an increase in the associated costs as the farmer case study is practicing extra pesticides to avoid this issue. However, it was reported by him that all these costs (labor costs, pesticides costs, fertilizers, energy costs, and water costs) are summarized under operational cost per orange crate which is JOD 0.5/crate. Other expenses are the cost of packaging crate is JOD 0.17, transportation cost per crate to the central market in Amman is JOD 0.3, tax per crate and middlemen commission in the central market is JOD 0.15. All these lead to lower net profit which in the end affects the farmer’s sustainable performance.

3.2 Assumptions

Other input parameters used in the model are:
- Simulation period is one year in which 52 weeks, the orange season starts in the second week of September.
- Average orange yield per tree is 90 kg.
- Worker performance is 60 kg/day. Identified in the model 360 kg/week
- Practices pesticide according to plan 4 times per year.
- Cultivated oranges are not stored on the farm, daily transportation to the central market.
- Number of workers available is varied between 4 – 10.
- 10% of the cultivated orange is sold directly to consumers before transportation. 10% are sold to a local supermarket, and 80% are transported and sold in the central market.
3.3 Model development

According to the aforementioned information, a summary flow chart was developed is illustrated in Figure 2. Workers start collecting the mature oranges in a box with a capacity of 15 kg, then they move it to a place near to the service road where it will be packaged in smaller crates with a capacity of 5 kg. Then the crates will be collected in the vehicle, counted, and prepared to be transported. 10% of the crates are sold directly to consumers, 10% sold to a supermarket near to the farm, and the rest will be transported to the central market.

Accordingly, an SD model was built using Vensim® PLE software (Figure 3). The model can calculate orange production, farmer revenue, costs, profit, and orange loss in pre-and during harvesting. In order to be able to calculate the revenue, the selling price per orange crate (5 kg) is retrieved from the data published by the Ministry of Agriculture (MoA) in Jordan (Table 1). In addition, the mathematical equations used in the model are summarized in Table 2 according to the variable’s types. In the model, it is assumed that the cultivated orange is transported on the same day to the central market in Amman to shorten the lead time and to keep the quality at a high level, what makes it easier to be applied is that the fact the farmer owns the truck used to transport the yield. The revenue will be used to calculate farmers’ profits. Farmer indicated that his yearly average profit is around JOD 30,000 at the end of the season.

3.4 Model validation

For model validation, we followed different approaches verified in the literature. The first of which depends on the concept of causal-loop diagram, and testing the model under extreme conditions (Das and Dutta, 2013). Setting specific input parameters to the value of 0 must give some specific output a value of 0 too. For example, when setting the value of workers’ performance to 0 there must be no cultivation and consequently, no revenue will be generated. On the other hand, comparing the results from the model to the actual situation as Alzubi et al. (2019) did. Table 3

---

**Figure 2. Stock and flow diagram of the case study farm**

**Figure 3. Orange cultivation process in farm**
compares the results from the SD model to the actual. The actual data compared to the results are orange loss, and profit generated. However, the percentage difference shows that the loss from the model is within the range of the data obtained from the case study farm and the difference in profit between the model and actual data is 8.8%.

Table 1. Average orange selling price per crate in the central market in 2019 (JOD)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>2.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Variables, and mathematical equations used in the SD model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average orange fruit/tree</td>
<td>Aux</td>
<td>STEP (IF THEN ELSE (Time&lt;=26, RANDOM UNIFORM (3.5, 5, 0), 0), 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of orange trees</td>
<td>Aux</td>
<td>Total Land Area/Land required per tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price/orange crate</td>
<td>Aux</td>
<td>IF THEN ELSE (Time&lt;=20, IF THEN ELSE (Time&lt;=16, IF THEN ELSE (Time&lt;=12, IF THEN ELSE (Time&lt;=8, IF THEN ELSE (Time&lt;=4, 3.77, 3.46), 3.26), 2.67), 2.16), 2.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>Aux</td>
<td>&quot;Price/orange crate&quot;*(orange sold to local supermarket + Sold orange to consumer directly +Transported to central market)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Costs</td>
<td>Aux</td>
<td>(&quot;Operational cost/crate&quot; + &quot;packaging cost/crate&quot;) *Packaged orange + &quot;Transportation cost/Crate&quot; *Transported to central market + &quot;Tax/crate&quot;*Transported to central market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit</td>
<td>Aux</td>
<td>Revenue-Total Costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workers</td>
<td>Aux</td>
<td>IF THEN ELSE (Time&lt;=26, RANDOM (4, 10,1), 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange on Trees</td>
<td>Flow</td>
<td>&quot;Average orange fruit/tree&quot;*Number of orange trees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultivation Rate</td>
<td>Flow</td>
<td>IF THEN ELSE (Time&lt;=26, IF THEN ELSE (Time&lt;=20, IF THEN ELSE (Orange on Trees &lt;=workers performance<em>Workers, Orange on Trees, workers performance</em>Workers), IF THEN ELSE (Mature orange&lt;= workers performance<em>Workers, Mature Orange, workers performance</em>Workers)), 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange prepared for packaging</td>
<td>Flow</td>
<td>Cultivation Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-cultivated orange</td>
<td>Flow</td>
<td>STEP (Mature Orange, 1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packaged orange</td>
<td>Flow</td>
<td>Orange prepared for packaging/Crate Capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange ready to transport</td>
<td>Flow</td>
<td>INTEG (Packaged orange - orange sold to local supermarket-Sold orange to consumer directly - Transported to central market, 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange sold to local supermarket</td>
<td>Flow</td>
<td>INTEGER (0.1*Packaged orange)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sold orange to consumer directly</td>
<td>Flow</td>
<td>INTEGER (0.1*Packaged orange)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transported to central market</td>
<td>Flow</td>
<td>INTEGER (0.8*Packaged orange)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mature Orange</td>
<td>Stock</td>
<td>(Orange on Trees-Cultivation Rate-Un-cultivated orange&quot;, 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultivated Orange</td>
<td>Stock</td>
<td>(Cultivation Rate-orange prepared for packaging, 0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Comparing results from SD model the data obtained from the case study farm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Results from SD model</th>
<th>Data from farmer</th>
<th>% Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% Not cultivated orange (Loss)</td>
<td>26.77%</td>
<td>20 – 30%</td>
<td>Within the range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit</td>
<td>JOD 27,349.41</td>
<td>JOD 30,000</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Numerical Results

The results obtained from the model give a good indication in terms of the difference to the actual data from the farm as illustrated in Table 3. At the end of the orange season (week 26) the total revenue generated, total expenses, and the net profit that the farmer received are 42,052.44, 14,703.03, and 27,349.41 respectively. This was generated from total selling 71,380 kg of orange cultivated during the season. The amount of loss due to hiring not enough workers (maximum 10 workers) and diseases is 26,090 kg.

5.2 Proposed Improvements

In the proposed improvement we connected the amount of mature orange to the hiring rate so that we hired a sufficient number of workers to cultivate 90% of the orange on trees as illustrated in Figure 4. The rest are considered as losses due to the diseases that might occur during the season. However, to motivate workers to work on the orange farm we suggested to labor income by JOD 0.1 per orange crate paying them JOD 20 for every 50 orange boxes instead of JOD 15. Although there is an increase in costs due to the increase in the operational costs (JOD 0.6 instead of 0.5 per crate), the results from the improvement model show that there is a significant enhancement in revenue and profit as can be seen in Figure 5. The average number of workers needed to cultivate the orange has been increased from 10 to 13. Values of revenue, costs, and profit from the improvement model in JOD are 50,733.65, 18,066.23, and 32,667.43 respectively with an increase of almost 19.5% to the profit. In addition, in the improved scenario, the loss was dropped by 62.6%. However, a comparison between current the scenario and the improved scenario of the weekly results to the revenue, costs, profit, and orange loss can be depicted in Figure 5.

From a sustainability point of view, the results above are showing improvement in the overall sustainability performance. For instance, improving farmer economic performance can enhance both environmental as well as social performance. The environmental dimension has been improved by decreasing orange loss at a farm when improving the social dimension and hiring 3 more workers who increased orange yield. Also, motivating workers by increasing their income can lead at the end to maximizing social benefits and help in reducing the gap to their needs.

5.3 Contribution of the results

The results can quantify the orange loss and waste through the SC stages at 26%. However, when adding the orange waste (16%) reported by DoS (2021), the total orange loss and waste can be considered at 42% which complies with the results from the developing countries studied by Lipinski et al. (2013). Reducing this amount along SC requires understanding the drivers and causes at each echelon in the SC. On the farm level, the number of workers plays a vital role in cultivating the mature yield before it reaches the excess maturity level, and therefore, workers’ compensation strategy is a key solution to motivate workers to come and work on farms. Nevertheless, this goes in line with the results reported by AlHiary (2012) in the study performed on some types of fruits in Jordan. A similar discussion has

Figure 4. Stock and flow diagram showing the improvement scenario
been found in the study by Dusch et al. (2018) in citrus farms in Brazil. Results also address the relationship between FLW and shortage of workers available on the farm level, which has been also addressed by Baker et al. (2019). Hiring more workers, and increasing the labor compensation lead to an increase the total costs as discussed by Zahniser et al. (2018) but this will lead to an increase the total yield which might lead to an increase the income and will result in enhancing the net profit, decrease the loss and waste which improves the food security level.

5. Conclusion
The paper presents a case study of an orange farm in Jordan to improve orange farmers’ sustainability performance as mentioned previously. The simulation model was built using the SD approach to measure the improvement. It was found that increasing the number of workers can lead to a significant improvement in the farmer’s profit and a reduction of orange loss. For instance, 3 more workers helped in increasing the profit by 19.5% and a reduction in the orange loss by 62.6%. however, reducing the orange loss by this percentage can contribute to reducing the gap between orange supply to the domestic market the demand which influences the food security level. In addition, hiring 3 more
This paper contributes to the literature by integrating sustainability and agriculture to industrial engineering, which has several implications for stakeholders. On one hand, it adds the body of knowledge information about food loss at farms which is still under-explored in the literature. On the other hand, it can be used as a reference for practitioners who would like to apply the concept simulated in Figure 5. A limitation that must be addressed in this research, is that the case study farm is fully occupied with orange trees, there is no other citrus tree. Future research might be to extend the application of the proposed simulation model and implement it to other citrus products, and other farms in Jordan Valley since the farm is located there and farms there are divided into agricultural units with areas varied between 3 – 4 ha.
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